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                Plauen, 30.09.2009

 
Concerning the discussion on the possibilities of a Pandemic, for instance by means of the new influenza 
A/H1N1, our employment-physician Dr. Peter Fabritius has given the following instructions. On top of it we 
have given out a model-plan for the use in free-Churches and their institutions. This plan is originally 
arranged for the use in kinder garden-setting, but is also applicable in our Churches. It contains general 
hygiene-standards for the cleaning of hands, winding up of babies etc. Also, a pandemic-plan, constructed 
as a resource in case of emergency, is been added to this letter. 
 
Handout by our employment-physician Dr. Peter Fabritius: 
The flu-virus “Schweinegrippe” (“swine-influenza”) is not as serious in Germany as the yearly 
asian-flu. Necessary special ways of acting: at the moment none.  
 
In case of a pandemic situation, that means progressing new dangerous viruses, public gatherings 
and visits of the work-places during such times are to be reduced, according to the pandemic-plan 
of the “Bundesministerium des Inneren” (inner Department of the German council). No 
declarations for such cases are given.  
 
The most helpful information’s are being given by the Robert-Koch-Institute www.rki.de.  
 
Attention:  
In kinder gardens and public assemblies the general standards need to be obtained:  
Hygiene-plan, cleaning-plan, documenting and checking on the suitability of cleaning-facilities 
are generally prescribed. 
 
Inoculations for flu-virus protection are highly advised for all stuff-members of kinder 
gardens, Pastors and Leaders of groups (even without the noise of the media). 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sincerely  

Your occupational health and safety manager Dipl.-Ing. (BA) Stefan Breite 

PS: Flyers with the advises of the RKI can be downloaded from the following website in 11 languages (e.g. 
english, french, portuguese, russian, spanish, arabic, etc…):  

http://www.bundesregierung.de/nn_56546/Content/DE/Artikel/IB/Artikel/2009-07-15-neue-grippe.html  
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